
ROUSSILLON 

Over the course of the winter, the vineyards of Roussillon 
enjoyed a good amount of rain, particularly between Janua-
ry and March when rainfall was higher than in other years, 
totalling 160 mm over the three-month period. There has 
been 250 mm more rain since then in Roussillon. After an 
arid spell in 2016, this gift from the sky has replenished the 
soils and sub-soils and created propitious conditions for our 
vineyards during the growing season.

News

2017 vintage
A very early, and very promising

As is the case every year, our vineyard selection is of  
paramount importance. The white and rosé wines are already 
finished and reveal a very interesting, delicate aromatic  
profile with floral and fresh fruit notes.

Regarding the reds, the first tanks have already been crushed 
and the wines are undergoing malolactic fermentation. 
Must tastings already intimate at wonderful complexity  
supported this year by a good crisp backbone.

We very much look forward to presenting you the 2017  
vintage which is equally remarkable for both dry AOP and 
IGP wines and dessert wines. 

Despite high temperatures during the winter and spring, our 
vines suffered from frost. Nevertheless, higher than average 
temperatures helped make the vintage the earliest on record. 
Budburst occurred 9 days early, flowering even earlier –  
12 days ahead of the norm – and ripening, a full 15 days early. 

Since the beginning of the growing season, the vines have 
been in perfect health. Lack of water stress coupled with  
favourable weather produced a very good canopy displaying 
great balance between fruit and leaves. These conditions led 
to the first grapes being picked in the first week of August, 
approximately two weeks earlier than in 2016. Since then, ripening has moved along quickly and the  

momentum of picking in the different vineyard sites is good 
with all white grapes and fruit destined for the rosés now in 
the winery. Some of the red grapes and others for the dessert 
wines or ‘vins doux naturels’ are following suit.
 
 


